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Institutional – e -Content-Development-Project 

Objective: To develop e-contents with an objective to promote ICT enabled Teaching- learning-

evaluation by leveraging smart technology in conversant with emerging pedagogy. 

The primary focus will be on development of high quality e-content in all disciplines and 

selected subject at various levels and compatible ICT infra-structure to ensure effective academic 

content delivery. 

The e-Contents shall be attributed to: 

[1] The ICT Methodology for Teaching and Evaluation preparations, workshops for training and 

orienting the faculty and learners; 

[2] Technologically Friendly; so as to be downloaded and used on any computer either 

independently or in a LAN situation; 

[3] Learner Friendly: for easy navigation; 

[4] Learner Centric: to be useful in self-instructional mode. 

[5]Teacher Friendly: so as to use in various teaching-learning methods such as classroom 

lectures, tutoring to a group, lab session, etc. 

[6] Employing Learner Centric Pedagogy: specifically, the designer of the e-Content should pay 

attention to the teaching model used such as simple information communication, exploratory 

approach, discovery approach, mastery learning etc. Many types of interactive methods should 

be included to make the learning process effective and efficient. 
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[7] Self-evaluative: so as to have plenty of evaluation material to give feedback to the learner as 

to his/her achievements in a given topic of the course and including formative as well as 

summative evaluation. 

[8] Objective Based Learning/Teaching: so as to state specifically the objects of 

learning/teaching and employ different strategies for skill, competency and functionality 

developments. 

The final products in the form of e-Content modules shall finally be previewed and approved by 

the IQAC Committee before making it available to the learners. 

 

IPR and Copyrights:  

The intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and Production Copy Rights of the e- Content and other 

products developed shall rest with the Institution.. 


